The behavior of transition metal nitrido bonds towards protonation rationalized by means of localized bonding schemes and their weights.
A new computational scheme is applied to rationalize the different protonation behaviors of the nitrido complexes [L'Mn(V)(N)(acac)](+), [LCr(V)(N)(acac)](+), and [LV(V)(N)(acac)](+). L and L' represent the macrocycles 1,4,7-triazacyclononane and its N-methylated derivative, respectively, and acac is the bidentate monoanion pentane-2,4-dionate. The bonds of the complexes are partitioned into bonds to be investigated and bonds of lesser interest. The investigated bonds are the transition metal nitrido bonds M(V)[triple chemical bond]N| (M = Mn, Cr, and V) and the bonds of lesser interest are located in the ligands. The ligand bonds are described by means of the strongly occupied natural bond orbitals. The electrons in the M(V)[triple chemical bond]N| nitrido bonds, however, are treated more accurately. A full configuration interaction procedure is applied in the space spanned by the strongly occupied natural bond orbitals and their corresponding antibonding orbitals. Localized bonding schemes and their weights are obtained for the d(pi)-p(pi) bonds of interest. This is achieved by representing the two-center natural bond orbitals for a d(pi)-p(pi) bond by the one-center natural hybrid orbitals localized at the bond atoms. The obtained bonding schemes are close to orthogonal valence bond structures. Their weights indicate that the nitrido nitrogen in [LV(V)(N)(acac)](+) is more easily protonated than the nitrido nitrogens in [L'Mn(V)(N)(acac)](+) and [LCr(V)(N)(acac)](+). This result is in good accord with experiment.